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Performance data is compared to the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index and the S&P 500 Index, are the standard benchmarks for North American equity strate-
gies in Canada. The composition of the Master Fund’s portfolio will significantly differ from the Index due to the investment strategy employed by the Master Fund’s 
Investment Manager, GMP Investment Management L.P. (“GMPIM”). Please see “Investment Strategies” in the Confidential Offering Memorandum for more details. 
The Investment Manager is registered with the Ontario Securities Commissions (“OSC”) as an Investment Fund Manager (“IFM”), Portfolio Manager (“PM”) and Ex-
empt Market Dealer (“EMD”) in respect of the pooled fund we manage. As such we are placing you in securities of a related issuer. his communication is for informa-
tion only, and is not to be construed as an invitation to make an investment in GMP Diversified Alpha Fund (the “Fund”) nor does it constitute a public offering to sell 
the Fund or any other products described herein. Applications for the Fund will only be considered on the terms of the Offering Memorandum. Past Performance Octo-
ber not be repeated. GMP Investment Management L.P. is prepared to engage as an Adviser or Exempt Market Dealer in respect of securities of its related issuers 
and, in the course of distribution, of securities of connected issuers, but only to the extent from time to time permitted by applicable securities legislation or rule, 
policy, directive or order of any securities regulatory authority. 

 

 

Monthly Market Commentary October 2012 

GMP Diversified Alpha Fund GMP Diversified Alpha Fund 

The Diversified Alpha Master Fund (the “Fund”) ended October positive by 0.13% (preliminary), net of all fees and expenses. This brings YTD performance to 

+4.67% (preliminary). The stories of the month were weak U.S. corporate earnings, continued market response to the Fed’s QE3, culminating with the impact of 

Hurricane Sandy. 

As we write this commentary on the last days of October, Hurricane Sandy has just walloped the eastern seaboard of the U.S. From a human perspective, this 

storm was monumental, with untold damage, significant human suffering and a long recovery period ahead. From an economic perspective, it is too early to tell 

the impact. Over half of New Jersey is without power, selected oil refineries are in shutdown mode and three nuclear sites are offline. Estimates at this point have 

the economic toll approaching the $100 billion level, all guesswork at this point, but that level would make it the most expensive storm in U.S. history, twice that 

of Katrina. For the U.S. markets, this meant an unexpected shutdown for two days, an occurrence not seen since 9/11. The market open on the 31st of the month 

was very important given month-end pricing for mutual funds, combined with October being the year-end for many mutual funds.   

As we wrap up October, we look forward to next week’s presidential election. For all the momentum that President Obama lost to Romney during the month, 

Hurricane Sandy looks to have reversed that trend. Once the election is over, the U.S. government will need to address the rapidly approaching fiscal cliff. The 

economy, in a broader context, continues to appear “challenged”. Recently, the Chicago PMI printed a 49.9 number, below expectations of 51. This was the third 

month below expectations, with PMI continuing to hover around the “contraction” level. The Bureau of Labor and Statistics does plan on releasing employment 

reports on the first Friday of November, with results widely expected to be weak. However, it is remarkable that they will be able to release this data given the 

widespread systems interruptions that have occurred due to the storm. Japanese manufacturing PMI was also low for October. Output and new orders were both 

down at sharper rates and employment in Japan fell at the fastest pace since July 2009. News from the Eurozone continues focused on finding a solution for the 

devastating unemployment numbers emanating from some of the weaker nations. Eurostat reported that 18.5 million people were without jobs in the Eurozone, 

up by 146,000 over the previous month. The highest unemployment rate was in Spain, now at 25.8%, up from 25.5% in the previous month. For youth in Spain, 

this number is an unimaginable 54.2%. Portugal’s parliament passed the largest tax increase in the country’s modern history, paving the way for court battles over 

a budget that the government says is vital for keeping its international bailout intact. Italy is looking toward its presidential election in 5 months. That said, there 

is great political uncertainty to this election as nobody know what electoral system will be used or who the candidates will be. This is all against a backdrop of an 

angry electorate who are suffering through the first phases of austerity. To balance these challenging stories, unemployment in Germany is running at a “healthy” 

level of 5.4%, clearly illustrating which country continues to benefit under the Euro structure. All told, we can expect an interesting next couple of weeks for the 

markets. 

With respect to corporate news, third quarter earnings announcements were in full swing during the last weeks of October. Results were mixed, as aggregate 

earnings tracked slightly ahead of expectations. Expectations going into the quarter were muted, so results did not overly surprise on the downside. However, 

positive results to the up-side were made up almost entirely of financials, mostly on the back of lower expenses and reduced loan loss reserves. In fact, two of the 

key reasons that we did witness some “beats” both within and beyond financials were due to a mix of lower operating expenses and taxes. The all important top 

line was hurt almost across all sectors, as a stronger U.S. dollar and weaker global demand limited top line growth. Technology companies were particularly hit 

hard. The debacle of the premature earnings release and subsequent miss by Google were enough to cause a jittery market to sell off hard. On the 25th anniver-

sary of the 1987 Crash (October 19th) the market had a tough time digesting the earning and revenue misses and sold off on large volume. As we analyse this 

earnings quarter and look towards future quarters, we note that forward guidance from corporate American remains negative. This translates into the highest 

negative-to-positive ratio since Q1 2007. However, this is not yet priced in to the market as Q4 2012 aggregate estimates have barely budged.     

In the Fund, we spent the month ensuring liquidity was front and center. We left our asset allocation focus on credit, and moved our equity positions out of indi-

vidual names and into index exposure. This ensures that over the coming weeks we will be able to opportunistically take advantage of  pricing moves in individual 

sectors and markets without exposing the Fund to company specific risk. We also increased the diversification in the Fund, increasing our positions in Oil and 

Treasuries. We continued to profit in the Fund from ABCP and our 130/30 credit sub-strategies. The Equity book was down small. We did have exposure to Celtic  

Exploration which was taken out mid month for a nice single name gain in the Fund. Our tactical trading strategy was down on the back of Gold trading lower 

during the month. We continue to be defensively positioned as we enter November.  

 

 

 

 


